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Introduction: Triton and Europa each display a
variety of ridges and associated troughs. The resem-
blance of double ridges on these two satellites has
been previously noted [R. Kirk, pers. comm.], but as
yet, the similarities and differences between these
feature types have not been examined in any detail.
Triton’s ridges, and Europa’s, exhibit an evolutionary
sequence ranging from isolated troughs, through
doublet ridges, to complex ridge swaths [1, 2]. Com-
parison of ridges on Europa to those on Triton may
provide insight into their formation on both satellites,
and thereby have implications for the satellites' histo-
ries.

Europa ridges: Galileo visited Europa in the late
1990’s, obtaining high-resolution images revealing a
geologically young surface of bizarre landforms. In
addition to features such as “pull-apart” grey bands,
and chaos and lenticulae, the surface is criss-crossed
by ubiquitous ridges and troughs (see review in [3]).
Ridges range from ~200 m to >4 km in width, can
exceed 1000 km in length, and can be over 200 m
high. Ridge morphology appears to span a genetic
sequence beginning with isolated troughs, through
double ridges (two ridges separated by a trough), and
triple ridges (three ridges separated by two troughs),
ending with complex ridges comprising several indi-
vidual ridges (Fig. 1). Ridge formation is a process
that has apparently continued throughout Europa’s
visible history, and the predominant morphology is
the double ridge.

Although several distinct models have been pro-
posed for the origin of Europa's double ridges [see
review in 4], the most plausible is the newer shear
heating model of [5]. They propose that diurnal tidal
stresses within Europa’s shell result in strike-slip
motion along fractures. This process presumably be-
gins with troughs [cf. 2], which are likely tension
fractures that have not yet penetrated to the brittle-
ductile layer. If the brittle-ductile transition is
reached, full-scale slip can occur along the fault
plane, resulting in shear heating and the uplift of
relatively warm buoyant subsurface ice on either side
of the fracture. This model is the most plausible of all
those proposed for several reasons: it explains the
strike-slip offset documented along many ridges [6],
it provides a mechanism for the build-up of the ridge
crests, it explains the considerable length and uni-
formity of the many ridges, it accounts for the mor-
phological transition from troughs to ridges, it ac-
counts for the fact that ridges (but rarely troughs)

show evidence for strike-slip motion [6], and it does
not require unusual circumstances but is instead a
natural consequence of tidal action on Europa. The
various ridge formation models carry different impli-
cations for the presence and distribution of liquid
water at the time of ridge formation [4]. The shear
heating model requires a subsurface ocean to produce
a significant tidal amplitude to induce shear heating
to create ridges, but the model does not require a liq-
uid water ocean close to the surface.

Triton ridges: Voyager 2 encountered Triton in
1989, returning images of over half of the surface,
~20% of which were at 1 km/pixel or better resolu-
tion [7]. The images revealed a wealth of surface
features on a surface that appears remarkably young
[8]. In addition to volcanic plains and cones, “canta-
loupe” terrain, and chains of pits, Triton’s surface
exhibits a number of linear structures. These have a
range of morphologies: V-shaped troughs, double
ridges, triple ridges, and multiple ridges, comprising
several individual ridges (Fig. 1). As with Europa, the
double ridges appear to be the dominant ridge type,
and several of the ridges change from one morpho-
logical type to another along their lengths.

Triton’s ridges predominantly occur in western
equatorial Bubembe Regio (comprised largely of the
Cantaloupe Terrain of [1]]), although they are also
found elsewhere. The ridges measure ~15-20 km in
width and can be continuous for ~800 km. Slightly
sinuous, they are steep-sided in profile and some ap-
pear to stand above the level of the surrounding ter-
rain [9]. A deep continuous axial depression ~5-10
km wide results in a double-ridge morphology
(Fig.1). Some ridges are bounded by shallow troughs
~20 km wide. The ridges appear to span a range of
ages and degradation states. Some are ill-defined,
with degraded and subdued morphology, while others
have sharper, crisper features and crosscut older
ridges, indicating relative youth.

Discussion: It is interesting that even though the
density of Triton’s ridges is orders of magnitude
lower than that of Europa’s, and the scale can be up
to an order of magnitude greater, the same range of
morphological ridge types are present. The Europan
ridges are narrower than the Triton ridges, but are as
long, if not longer. It is possible that some of the
Triton ridges are truncated because of burial by later
volcanic flows, or have been disrupted by other geo-
logical events.
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Models of ridge formation on Triton favor an
extrusive origin, while those for Europa favor a shear
heating and/or intrusive origin. The Bubembe ridges
were proposed to have formed by the eruption of vis-
cous material into graben by [1]. They cited a mor-
phological sequence from empty U-shaped graben to
narrow ridges apparently extruded along graben axes,
to high standing ridges, a sequence that varied as the
degree of extension and/or magma availability in-
creased. [9] suggested a more complex evolutionary
sequence in which the bounding trough observed
beside the most mature Bubembe ridges might repre-
sent an individual broad (~60 km wide) graben into
which the ridge was extruded, implying that two
scales of troughs might be involved in ridge forma-
tion. We are investigating Triton ridge morphology
and orientation to determine whether the Europan
ridge formation models should be considered for
Triton’s ridges. Although ridge morphology on both
moons is remarkably similar (Fig. 1), no evidence for
graben formation has been found alongside the ridges
on Europa. However, bounding troughs have been
noted flanking some of Europa’s ridges [e.g., 10],
where they have been suggested to be rim synclines
formed either by loading of the lithosphere [11], or
by uplift due to shear heating and intrusion along the
underlying fault [5]. By investigating such distinct
morphological features we are applying Europan
ridge models to the Triton ridges, to see whether they
provide a more plausible explanation for the mor-
phologies observed.

Both satellites have a relatively young surface
age, as evidenced by the small number of visible im-
pact craters [8, 12], and may be geologically active
today. There is significant evidence for volcanism on
Triton, and several of the ridges appear to have been
buried or destroyed by this process [7]. It is possible
that the surface may once have had a much denser
network of ridges (like Europa’s background ridged
plains), which are now buried, and could perhaps
have been more “Europa-like”. Variations in the
scale of otherwise similar morphological features on
the two moons may be due to differences in compo-
sition and/or thickness of the lithosphere.

Cavi and Lenticulae: Other similar morpho-
logical features are the pits (or "cavi") of Triton’s
cantaloupe terrain, and Europa’s lenticulae.  Len-
ticulae are comprised of pits, spots, or domes aver-
aging 15 km in diameter [3, 13]. Found in clusters
over a wide portion of the surface, they have mor-
phologies suggestive of upwelling diapers [14]. Such
activity has been tied to plausible thermal variations
in Europa’s icy shell. Triton’s cavi are quasi-circular
shallow depressions typically 25-35 km in diameter,

with slightly raised rims [7, 15]. Their interiors can
be smooth, rough, pitted, or ridged, and some contain
smooth, lobate deposits. The organized cellular pat-
tern of the cantaloupe terrain led [15] to propose that
they closely resemble terrestrial salt diapers. On this
basis, they proposed that this terrain formed due to
density inversion in a layered crust composed partly
of ice phases other than water ice, an origin similar to
that proposed for Europa’s lenticulae.

We note that the stratigraphy of landforms on
Triton inferred by [7] is not dissimilar to that pro-
posed for Europa [e.g. 3]. The cavi may be relatively
young, lying near the top of Triton’s stratigraphic
column, while lenticulae and chaos are the most re-
cent features to have formed on Europa. Lenticula
formation has been suggested to show that the style
of Europa's resurfacing has changed in recent history,
from lateral tectonics to vertical (diapiric) tectonics,
and it is possible that a similar change in resurfacing
style has also taken place on Triton.
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Figure 1. Comparison of ridge and trough morphologies on
Europa and Triton. Europan sequence is a subset of the
morphological sequence of [2]. Scalebars are 2 km for Eu-
ropan ridges, 50 km for Triton ridges. Illumination is from
the east for Europa, and from the southwest for Triton.
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